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I. INTRODUCTION 

General Introduction 

When a heavy nucleus is bombarded with neutrons it may split 

into two fragments of medium weight. This phenomenon was first observed 

by Hahn and Strassmann and given the name fission by Meitner and Frisch. 

Since the original discovery of the neutron-induced fission of uranium, 

it has been established that all nuclides in the actinide region can be 

made to undergo fission by supplying low or moderate excitation energies. 

In fact, many of·these nuclides undergo fission spontaneously, the 

probability of the process increasing sharply with atomic number; thus 

the spontaneous fission half-lives range from )1020 years for Th232 

to about 6 seconds for 102254 ~ It is the short spontaneous fission 

life-times that limit the synthesis of still heavier elements. 

Fission can be induced by bombardment with neutrons, charged 

particles and gamma rays. Of these, neutron-induced fission is the most 

widely studied because the neutron, being neutral, can penetrate the 

nucleus even at low energies. Many heavy nuclides with odd numbers of 

neutrons, such as u235 and Pu239, can be made to fission by bombard-

ment with ther.mal neutrons, Whereas nuclides with even numbers of neutrons, 

such as Th232 and u238, require neutrons having energies above some 

threshold value. For u238 the threShold energy is about 1 Mev and, 

therefore, if u238 is irradiated in .a nuclear reactor only a amal1 

fraction of the neutron flux is effective in causing fission. 
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It is fairly well established that fission is a compound nucleus 

reaction. In the case of neutron-induced fission this means that the 

neutron enters the target nucleus and the excess energy is dissipated 

throughout the nucleus to form a ' compound nucleus' • The compound nucleus 

may then fission into two fragments releasing about 200 Mev of energy in 

the process. Less frequently other processes, such as gamma emission, 

particle emission and ternary fission, also take place. 

Heavy elements like uranium have a neutron-to-proton ratio in 

the range of 1.5 to 1.6, whereas the stable nuclides with the masses of 

the lighter fission products have neutron-to-proton ratios between 

1.25 and 1.45. Hence fission fragments are neutron-rich and therefore 

unstable toward beta ·decay. The fragments are, however, also highly 

excited and de-excite themselves through the faster processes of gamma 

and neutron emission before the slower beta decay begins. The instability 

of fission products to beta decay leads to decay chains 3 to 4 members 

in length. A few nuclides formed through beta decay also emit neutrons 

and hence the delayed neutron emission in fission. The fission process 

may be imagined to take place in a series of steps as illustrated in 

Fig. I-1. The fact that 2 to 3 neutrons are emitted per fission made 

it possible to have chain reaction in fissile materials and this, 

coupled with the large energy release per fission, led to nuclear bombs 

and power reactors. 

There are a very large number of ways in which a heavy nucleus 

can undergo fission to form two fragments. T.he probabilities of the 

various modes of fission are expressed in ter.ms of fission yields. The 

prompt yield of a fission fragment is the percentage of fissions Which 

give rise to that fragment before neutron emission. The independent 
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FIG. I-1: A Schematic Representation of the Fission Process 

I. Neutron bombardment ot a heavy nucleus 
II • The compound nucleus 
III. Prompt fission :tra.gments 
IV. Emission of prompt neutrons and gamma rays from fragments 
V. Beta decay, delayed-neutron emission 
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yield of a fission product nuclide is the percentage of fissions which 

result in the formation of that particular nuclide before any beta decay 

takes place. Here we distinguish between fission fragment and fission 

product; the for.mer is produced at the instant of fission and the latter 

is formed either independently or through decay of fission fragments. 

The sum of the isobaric independent yields is known as the cumulative 

chain yield. Since earlier members of a chain decay to for.m later members, 

thus ending up in a stable nuclide, one can measure the cumulative yield 

of the chain by simply measuring the yield of the last member of the 

chain after allowing sufficient time for the complete decay of the 

earlier members. Quite often it is possible to obtain the cumulative 

yield of a chain from the yield of a member one or two charge Units 

removed from stability by correcting for decay and the independent yields 

of the succeeding members. 

The low e~ergy fission of heavy elements is predominantly 

asymmetric. When the yields are plotted against mass numbers of fission 

products a double humped curve is obtained which has a minimum at the 

mass value corresponding to symmetric fission. The balance between 

symmetric and asymmetric fission depends on the excitation energy of 

the compound nucleus as well as on the nature of the fissioning nucleus. 

This is usually expressed in ter.ms of a peak-to-trough ratio, defined as 

the ratio of the fission yields corresponding to the two maxima in the 

mass distribution and the yield at the mfnimum. The peak-to-trough 

ratio is greatest for spontaneous fission, next greatest for fission 

with neutrons of selected resonance energy, slightly lower for slow 

neutron fission and markedly lower for fast neutron fission. As the 

bombarding energy is increased, the ratio becomes lower until in high 

energy fission symmetric splitting predominates. 
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The sum of all yields in the binary fission of a given nucleus 

should add up to 200% and this fact has been used in normalizing relative 

yield data. Since the peak-to-trough ratio is more than 100 for low 

energy fission, the mass-yield curve is essentially made up of the two 

peaks corresponding to the light and heavy fragments and each of these 

can be normalized to 100% without appreciable error. 

T.b.e determination of accurate fission yields is of cons·iderable 

ini.portance, not only in nuclear technology but also in nuclear theory; 

for an adequate theory must account for all the features of nuclear 

fission. Such a theory is yet to be found; but it must be hoped that 

more detailed information would point the way. 

Radiochemical techniques which led to the discovery of fission 

were also successfully used in studying fission yields. In this method 

a known amount of a non-rad.ioactive carrier of a given fission product 

is added to the solution of irradiated fissile material. After ensuring 

complete exchange between the carrier and the fission product, the 

solution is subjected to an analytical procedure designed to separate 

the element of interest from the solution in a state of chemical and 

radioactive purity. From a measurement of the radioactivity and the 

chemical yield of the separated sample, it is possible to calculate the 

number of atoms of the fission product in the original solution. In 

determining relative fission .yields it is only necessary to compare the 

radioactivities of the separated elements. T.b.e radiochemical method 

suffers from errors arising out of counting teChniques, incomplete 

knowledge of decay schemes, etc., which have limited the reliability of 

most of the published yields to at least 10%. 
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The introduction of the mass spectrometric method in the study of 

fission yields was a great improvement because isotopic abundance ratios 

could be determined to better than 1% accuracy. In the actual method used, 

the isotopic abundances for the various elements produced in fission are 

measured in the mass spectrometer and they are related to each other 

either by isotope dilution or through isobars. The absolute yields 

obtained this way are accurate to better than 5% in most cases. Also, 

stable end products could be analysed in the mass spectrometer, which has 

made it practical to obtain yields at almost every mass. It was the use 

of mass spectrometric techniques that led to the discovery of fine 

structure in mass-yield curves of fission products. The mass spectrometer 

does, however, require relatively large sample sizes and for short-lived 

fission products the radiochemical method is more sensitive. 

Mass spectrometric techniques have been applied so far only to . 
nuclides such as u235 u233 Pu239 and Pu241 which have high thermal . ' ' ' 
cross sections. From these nuclides sufficient quantities of fission 

products can be produced with a rather short irradiation in a nuclear 

reactor. However, nuclides such as Th232 and u238 have not been previously 

studied because of the difficulty in analysing the very small quanti ties 

(<lo-9 g) of fission products that are produced in normal reactor 

irradiations. Not only is the fission rate low by virtue of the 

relatively small cross sections and available neutron fluxes above threshold, 

but long irradiations do not solve the problem of obtaining samples which 

are reasonably large. On irradiation, u238 nuclei capture neutrons to 

form u239 which decays through Np239 to Pu239. Pu239 has a large fission 

cross section and hence, in long irradiations of u238, fission of Pu239 

makes a significant contribution to the total number of fissions. The 



difficulty in analysing small samples arises not only from the point of 

view of the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer but also because of the 

possibility of contamination. Natural contamination in fission product 

samples interferes with the abundance measurements. In the case of some 

elements, it is possible to correct for small amounts of contamination; 

but in other cases minimizing contamination to negligible amounts is the 

only way to getting accurate measurements. It is difficult, however, to 

keep small samples free of contamination during the chemical processing 

and analysis. 

The present work reports the measurement of the fission yields 

in the fast neutron fission of u238 by mass spectrometric techniques. 

7 

By fast neutrons we mean the fission spectrum neutrons above the fission 

threshold. This is the first t~e such small fission product samples 

have been analysed in the mass spectrometer •. A study of the isotopic 

abundance ratios of elements xenon, cesium, barium, cerium, neodymium 

and samarium has made possible the determination of the fission product 

yields from masses 131 to 154 with an accuracy of' about 3%- The fission 

product samples obtainable were not large enough to make a similar 

complete study of the light mass region. The fine structure and other 

features of the mass distribution are discussea 

Historical Background 

In the latter half of the 1930's several scientists were working 

on the identification of the activities produced in the neutron irradia

tion of uranium. Through a series of caref\ll experiments, Hahn and 

Strassmann(39Hl, 39H2) were able to establish that one of the activities 
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produced was an isotope of barium. Meitner and Frisch (39Ml) correctly 

interpreted the result as due to the fission of uranium into two frag

ments of medium weight. These authors also recognised that an exception

ally large amount of energy should be liberated in the reaction. This 

was soon verified by Frisch (39Fl), making use of the ionizing property 

of fission fragments. From a study of · the ion chamber pulses, Jentschke 

and Prankl (39Jl) concluded that there were two groups of fission frag

ments -- one centered at an energy of about 60 Mev and the other centered 

at about 100 Mev. This was the first evidence for asymmetry in fission. 

The same yea:r, von Hal ban, Joliet and Kowarski ( 39vonHl) detected the 

emission of neutrons produced in the fission process. 

Most of the early study of fission yields has been made using 

the techniques of radiochemistry. This method was much superior to the 

physical methods then available. Early worket:s in the field included 

Hahn and Strass.ma.rn(39H3), Moussa and Goldstein (41Ml) and .Anderson, 

Fermi and Grosse (41Al). Extensive investigations of the fission yields 

in the low energy neutron -induced fission of u233, u235, u238 and Pu239 

were made by a large group of American scientists during 1942-48 under 

the Manhattan Project. This work was classified at that time,but has 

since been published by Coryell and Sugarman ( 51Cl). Similar Canadian 

studies were reported by Grurmni tt and Wilkinson ( 48Gl). Since the end 

of the war, radiochemical data have been substantially improved, both in 

quantity and in quality. All these results confirmed the asymmetric 

nature of low energy fission; the mass distribution was double-humped. 

In the case of u235, the mass-yield curve showed maxima at about 140 and 

95 mass units. It was also observed that on increasing the mass of the 
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fissioning nucleus the heavy mass peak remained in about the same position, 

whereas the light mass peak moved towards higher mass region. Considering 

the errors involved in the radiochemical method, a smooth curve was always 

drawn through the data points and, hence, radiochemical measurements did 

not indicate any_ fine structure in the mass distribution. 

Thode and co-workers (47Thl, 50~U) introduced mass spectrometric 

techniques in the study of fission. These authors measured the abundance 

ratios of the isotopes of the rare gases produced in fission and established 

the existence of fine structure in fission yield curves. Tb.i's was soon 

confirmed by other workers (49Gl, 51Gl, 53Pl). In the following years, 

solid source mass spectrometry and isotope dilution techniques were 

successfully used in the study of fission yields by Steinberg and Glendenin 

at Argonne (56Sl) and by Tomlinson and co-workers at McMaster University 

(55Pl, 59Bl, 59Fl, 62Fl). The latter group ~as published accurate mass 

spectrometric measurements of fission yields in the slow neutron fission 

of u233, u235, Pu239 and Pu24l. 

Meanwhile, physical methods were developed to a degree of 

accuracy comparable to radiochemical method. Improved ionization chamber 

techniques have resulted in the accurate measurement of kinetic energy 

distributions of fission fragments (50Brl, 50Br2). Prompt fission yields 

were measured, using the time-of-flight method, by several authors, 

notably Leachman and co -worke·rs ( 5 2Ll, 54Ll), Stein ( 57Sl ) and Mil ton 

and Fraser ( 58Ml, 62M1). The latter authors were also able to measure 

neutron emission probabilities from different fission fragments. Neutron 

emission a$ a function of fra~ent mass can also be obtained by combining 

prompt yield data obtained from time-of-flight studies and cumulative 
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yield data from radiochemical and mass spectrometric studies. This 

information was deduced for a number of fissioning nuclides by Terrel 

(62Tl). All these studies were made on a few fissile nuclides --mainly 

u233, u235, Pu239 and cf252. It is necessary to obtain accurate fission 

yields -- prompt, independent and cumulative -- in the fission of other 

heavy nuclides in an effort to arrive at a better understanding of the 

fission process. 

Fission of u238 

The first reported study of the fission yields from u238 was made 

by Engelkemeir et al ( 51El) • These authors irradiated depleted uranium 

in cadmium-lined capsules in a nuclear reactor and measured the yields 

of twelve nuclides using radiochemical techniques. The mass distribution 

curve had the usual double-humped nature. A more detailed investigation 

using improved techniques was carried out by keller et al ( 54Ia). They 
. 

measured the yields of fifteen fission product nuclides and essentially 

confirmed the results of Engelkemeir and others. The peak-to-trough 

ratio obtained by Keller et al was, however, about 200, which was several 

times the value reported by the earlier workers. 

In 1955 Vla.nless and Thode ( 551.Jl) measured the relative yields of 

the isotopes qf krypton and xenon in the fast (fission spectrum) neutron 

fission of u238 • This mass spectrometric measurement showed the 

existence of fine structure in both the regions studied. Katcoff (60K1) 

combined all the results quoted above and plotted a smooth mass-yield 

curve Which did not show any fine structure, except those arising from 

the mass spectrometric results for rare gases. All the published results 

on the mass distribution in the fast fission of u238 are given in Tables 

I-1 and I-2. 



TABLE I-1 

Radiochemical 'Yields of the Heavy Mass 
Fission Products in the Fast Fission of U23~ 

Mass No. 'Yield 

127 0.13 ± 0.03 

132 4.7 ± 0.7 

137 7.1 ± 0.7 

140 5.fl' 
144 4.9 ± 0.5 

156 + 0.073 - 0.01 

~Taken from ref. (54Kl). 

~sed as reference yield. 
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TABLE I-2 

Fast Fission of u238 
Heavy Mass Yields Listed by Katcofrk 

Mass No. Yield 

127 0.12 

131 3·~ 

132 4.7a 

133 5.5b 

134 6.6a 

135 6.ob 

136 5.9a 

137 6.2 

140 . 5-7 

. 144 4.5 

147 2.6 

149 1.8 

153 0.41 

156 0.071 

159 0.0084 

161 0.0016 

~Ref. ( 6oKi). 

aMass spectrometric data from Wanless 
and Thode ( 5 5Wl) • 

bTentative mass spectrometric data 
communicated by R. H. Tomlinson, 
McMaster University (60T1). 

12 
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Several authors have measured the yields in the fission of u238 

by 14 Mev neutrons using radiochemical methods (58Prl, 58cl, 58Fdl). All . 
of them report mass distributions vdth two maxima and a peak-to-trough 

ratio of 5 to 10. 

It is clear that a more detailed study is called for to investigate 

the fine structure and other features of u238 fission. 



II. THE THEORY OF NUCLEAR FISSION 

Mathematically the complete description of a nucleus is contained 

in its total wave function. Starting from this, one should, in principle, 

be able to explain all nuclear reactions, including fission. But our 

present state of knowledge is far from such a complete description of 

the nucleus; not only do we lack a clear understanding of internuclear 

forces but also we cannot solve many-body problems exactly. Hence we 

resort to models which attempt to reproduce the essential characteristics 

of the actual system. 

The Liquid Drop Model 

Bohr and Wheeler (39Bl) made use of the.liquid drop model to 

explain fission. ijere the fissioning nucleus is treated as a uniformly 

charged incompressible drop of liquid. The actual Hamiltonian of the 

nucleus is replaced with the simple classical approximate Hamiltonian 

of the charged liquid drop. 

The forces operating among the nucleons in a nucleus are the short

range, charge-independent, nuclear forces and the Coulomb repulsion 

forces of the protons. The total energy of the nucleus can be expressed 

as the sum of a volume term, a surface correction and the Coulomb energy. 

The shape assumed by the nucleus is dependent on the surface tension and 

the Coulomb forces. 

For a stable nucleus, the sum of the surface and Coulomb energy 

changes must be positive for any small distortion from equilibrium. But 

for certain types of distortions of the charged drop (such as the stretch 

14 

/ 
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to give axially symmetric shapes) the Coulomb term overtakes the surface 

term if the distortion is increased beyond a certain point. Eventually 

the drop may divide into two or more fragments. Only the very heaviest 

elements have sufficiently high nuclear charge that relatively small 

deformations can lead to fission. 

Expanding the radius of a distorted sphere in terms of Legendre 

Polynomials, 

R(Q) = R (1 +ao +a~2(cos G) •••••• ) 

Bohr and Wheeler were able to estimate the distortion energy in ter.ms 

of the surface tension '0' and the nuclear charge (Z): 

D.E = 4nR2o [} o:l + (higher powers of a:2J -~ (Z~ l2 ~ a:2
2 

•••• .J 
Examination or the coefficients of a2

2, viz, 

makes it clear that with increasing value of the ratio Z 2 /R3 we come 

finally to the limiting value, 

or 

= 4rco (10) 
e2 3 

= (~o)(4nRo3oje2) 

beyond which the nucleus is no longer stable with r espect to the 

deformations of the simplest -type. The actual value of (Z2/ A)limi t i ng 

can be calculated with the help of the semi-empirical mass f ormulas. 

Using recent constants (54Gl) we find, 

(z2/A)limiting = 50.13. 
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Bohr and Hheeler defined the fissionability parameter 'x' of a 

nucleus as the ratio of its (z2jA) to (z2jA)limiting· When x is close 

to one, small distortions would lead to fission. When x (< 1, the nucleus 

is stable to distortions of the P2{cos Q) type. 

It is clear that some minimum energy must be supplied to the 

liquid drop to bring it to the critical shape from which it can fly 

apart on its own. This critical energy for fission can be calculated 

if the critical shape is known. The accuracy of the calculated critical 

energy depends on the closeness to which the critical shape is approxi

mated. Even for a simple uniformly charged incompressible liquid drop 

this is a formidable problem. In order to describe an arbitrary dis

tortion one needs an infinite number of parameters and, in principle, 

the problem is that of locating those distortions Which have 'extremum' 

values with respect to all these parameters. In practice, one tries to 

guess plausible snapes for the critical deformations and to choose 

coordinates that represent these in the simplest possible way. If one 

finds a saddle point by doing this limited type of problem, it seems, 

however, that there is no simple way to know how close it is in shape 

or in energy to the true saddle point of the liquid drop. Bohr and 

Wheeler found the saddle point shape for the a 2 and a4 type of deformation 

and expressed the deformation energy as a function of x. Many later 

workers, notably Swiatecki and co-workers, have given more exact 

calculations for the critical energy. The agreement with observed 

values is not very good, as seen from Table II-1. 

The difficulty in finding the saddle point shape is only one of 

the problems in the application of the liquid drop model to fission. 

The distortion energy at the saddle point comes in as the difference 
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Comparison of Observed Thresholds with Liquid Drop Calculations 

z2/A E(hre). E 
Nuclide X Mev (~g~l 

Th232 34.914 0.6969 15.08 5.95 

Th233 34-764 0.6939 15.58 6.44 

Pa232 35.694 0.7125 12.68 6.18 

u233 36.326 0.7251 10.96 5.49 

u235 36.017 o. 7189 11.79 5-75 

u237 35·713 0.7129 12.63 6.40 

u238 35-563 0.7099 13.06 5.8o 

u239 35.414 0.7069 13.51 6.15 

Np237 , 36.494 0.7285 10.53 5-49 
Np238 36.340 0.7254 10.92 6.04 

Pu239 36.971 0.7380 9-39 5.48 

~en from (62Hl). 
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between two rather large energies. A small error in either of these 

energies can bring about great changes in the estimated threshold energy. 

Moreover, 'small' energies that are normally overlooked may actually 

be relatively important as regards fission. Such normally neglected 

energies include those associated with nuclear compressibility, the 

uneven distribution of charge in the nuclear volume and the polarizability 

of the charge distribution. One may expect non-classical effects 

associated with individual nuclear levels that must be considered at 

about 6 Mev excitation. 

One of the biggest failures of the liquid drop model is that it is 

not capable of explaining asymmetric fission. The original paper of Bohr 

and Wheeler suggested that as the fissionability parameter decreased 

below 1, the critical shape started developing a concavity around the 

equatorial belt and hence symmetric fission was favoured for nuclides 

with x significantfy different from 1. Recent investigations by 

Swiatecki and Cohen have shown, however, that in the case of x values 

above 0.7 the saddle point shape dces not at all suggest two separating 

fragments; hence one cannot predict, vdthout a calculation of the dynamic 

effects, what might happen between the saddle and scission points. Thus 

it is not correct to say that the liquid drop model predicts symmetric 

fission; but it does not explain the asymmetry in the mass distribution. 

Cohen and Swiatecki (62Cl) point out that a complete theory of 

fission based on the liquid drop model will consist of the following 

steps. First, the potential energy and kinetic energy of the deformed 

charged drop must be calculated to establish the complete Hamiltonian. 

Then the equations of motion of the system for different initial con

ditions must be solved. The large number of possible initial conditions 
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will call for a discussion of the Statistical Mechanics of the problem 

in order to correlate average -initial conditions with average end results 

of the division. On completion of th~ classical solution, the next step 

will be to replace the conjugate momenta in the Hamil tonia.n with quantum 

mechanical operators and to study in an analogous way the quantum

mechanical and quantum-statistical properties of the resulting Schrodinger 

equation. 

At the present time we are far from a theory of fission of an 

idealized liquid drop, and even fUrther from the theory of the fission 

of a nucleus, since a nucleus is at least as complicated as an idealized 

drop. 

Fang's Statistical Theory of Fission 

In 1953, Fong proposed a statistical theory of fission (53Fl). 

He pointed out that the fission process is sufficiently slow for a 

nucleon to cross the nucleus many times as the nucleus moves from the 

saddle point to scission and, therefore, an instantaneous statistical 

equilibrium is established at any instant of the process. It follows 

then that the relative probabilities of various fission modes are 

proportional to the densities of the quantum states of the corresponding 

nuclear configurations at the moment when statistical equilibrium is last 

established, presumably the moment just before separation. 

Fong approximated the ·nuclear configuration at this critical 

moment by two deformed fragments in contact. For simplicity it was further 

assumed that the deformation was of the P3(cos 9) type (where P3 is the 

third Legendre Polynomial) and that, at the moment just before separation, 

the two deformed nuclei are in contact at their tips and oriented such 

that their axes coincide. The P3 ter.m is chosen because the corresponding 
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deformed shape roughly approximates the egg-shaped fragment resulting 

from the .scission of a dumb-bell-shaped parent nucleus. Using this approxi

mation, Fong was able to calculate the potential energy of the system as 

the sum of the Coulomb energy and the deformation energy. 

In order to calculate the total energy release, Fong derived his 

own semi-empirical equation for the masses of the primary fission frag

ments, making allowance for shell-effects in the mass surface. The 

difference between this total energy release and the potential energy of 

the system at scission gives the energy available for internal excitation 

and the energy of the centre-o;f'-gravity .motion (k) of tlle fragments at 

tne c~itical . moment. T:ne den~ity of exc~t~tion states of a fragment 

was taken from the general statistical model of the nucleus to be 

W0 (E) = C e~ 

where a and C are empirical parameters evaluated from other data and 

E is the excitation energy. 

T.he probability of a given mode of fission is then proportional 

to the product of the density of states of the fragments in contact and 

the density of momentum states corresponding to translational motion. 

The density of quantum states depends on the mass numbers, Charge numbers 

and defor.mation . shapes of the fission fragments. By finding the deformation 

shape corresponding to the m~nimum potential energy, the author was able 

to obtain the relative probability of the fission mode specified by 

given mass and charge numbers. By integrating over the charge numbers 

the relative probability for a given mass ratio is obtained. 



Using this method, Fong was able to obtain a mass distribution 

curve for u235 which agreed well with experimental data. Perring and 

Storey ( 55P2) applied this theory in the case of Pu 239 and found little 
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agreement between the calculated and the -experimental mass distributions; 

however, Fong was able to get better agreement with experimental data 

using a revised choice of parameters in his mass equations. 

Another failure of Fong' s theory is its inability to reproduce 

the experimentally observed distribution of the total kinetic energy as 

a function of mass ratio of fragments. The kinetic energy distribution 

obtained by Fong in his original work was maximum for symmetric fission 

and fell off as the asymmetry increased. Recently, the author corrected 

this error (63Fl) by assuming P2(cos Q) type of deformation in place of 

the earlier P3(cos Q) type. After Bohr, Mottelson and co-workers (56Al), 

the radius of the deformed nucleus was repre~ented by 

R( Q) = R [:. + ~P2( cos Q D where ~ is a deformation parameter. The 

deformation energy is then ~ c~2 rmere c2 is a constant for a given 

nucleus. Using the experimental c2 values given by Mottelson and 

co-workers, Fong obtained c2 as a function of mass number and calculated 

the deformation energies of the fragments. By this method the author 

was able to calculate a kinetic energy distribution which agreed reasonably 

well with experimental data. The new approach, however, does not even 

predict asymmetric fission and the author attributes this to the fact that 

the deformation energy calculated is very inaccurate in the region of 

symmetric fission. 

Even though the predictions from Fong's theory do not agree well 

with experimental observations, the author maintains that this is due to 

the deficiency of the physical data used in the theory rather than the basic 
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assumption itself. A detailed application of the statistical theory 

requires information on nuclear masses, on nuclear level density and on 

nuclear defor.mability. The fact that the mass distribution and prompt 

neutron yield curves of all fissioning nuclides coincide in the heavy 

fragment region tends to support the argument that the fission process 

is determined by the fission products rather than by the fissioning 

nuclides. This evidence strongly suggests that factors at some time late 

in the fission process play a dominant role. 

Fission as a Barrier Penetration Process 

Another approach to fission which focusses attention at the ~ment 

of scission is the barrier penetration model. Frenkel (46Fl) was the 

first to look for an explanation of the asymmetric mass distribution in 

the barrier penetration probabilities of different configurations at the 

point of scission. Recalling the Bohr and ~eler expression for the 

probability of barrier penetration in spon~aneous fission, 

X ~/2 ~ effective 
( mass ) d(distance) 

he ascribed the greater probability for unequal division to the smaller 

value in this case of the reduced mass of the system. However, Hill and 

Wheeler (53Hl) have pointed out that if the difference in the reduced 

mass of the system were to account for the observed difference in probabil-

ities between symmetric and asymmetric fission, the absolute probability 

of fission would be so low that fission would virtually be non-observable. 

In 1961 Brunner and Paul ( 61Bl) put forward a barrier penetration 

model in which the probability of a given mode of fission depended on the 

deformation of the fragments at the moment of separation. The deform-

ability of the fragments is strongly influenced by shell structure; the 
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minimum deformation occurs 1ihen the neutron or proton number of one of 

the fragments is magic. This leads to two magic effects: (1) The nuclear 

force potential between two fragments is, for a fixed value of the 

distance between their centres, higher (i.e., lower in absolute value) 

when one of the fragments is a magic-number-nucleus. ( 2) The distri

bution of the mean total kinetic energy exhibits maxima for the same 

mass ratios. The combination of these two effects makes the barrier 

height above the tunnelling point a function of the mass ratio of the 

fragments; the probability of tunnelling is highest for asymmetric 

fission. 

The deformation of the fragments is calculated as follows. · The 

total energy of the system is given by .the mass of the compound nucleus. 

At the moment of scission this is made up of the masses of the fragments, 

their deformation energy, and the Coulomb energy of repulsion between them. 

After the fission event, the total energy becomes the sum of the masses 

of the fragments, their excitation energy and their kinetic energy. 

Here lifE. is the mass of the compound nucleus including the excitation 

energy, M1 and M2 are the masses of the primary fragments, E1 and E2 

their excitation energies and T the total kinetic energy of the fragments. 

Brunner and Paul assumed that. for a given mode of mass division the total 

charge of the fissioning nucleus is split in the ratio of the fragment 

masses. Using Fong's mass ·ror.mula for primary fragments, they calculated 

(M1 + M2 )c2 and, subtracting this and the experimental kinetic energy from 

the total energy, they were able to calculate E = E1 + E2 for a given 

mass division. By :f'urther assuming that the excitation energy E was 
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shared between the fragments in the ratio of their masses they obtained 

E1 and E2• The.excitation energy Ei was then identified with the 

deformation energy of the fragment at the moment of scission. The authors 

assumed, after Bohr and Wheeler, that the deformation was of the P2(cos 9) 

type, but also considered s~ace tension (~) as a function of the mass of 

the fragment. Thus the deformation energy is given by 

where the subscript i represents a given fragment, E is (z2/A)limiting' 

~0 is the value of surface tension in the simple liquid drop model, and 

the other symbols have their usual meaning. Knowing n1, the deformation 

parameter ai is determined. 

The variation of ~1/~0 with neutron number was obtained from the 

c2 values discussed above (56Al). The defo~ation of the fragments, 

regarded as a function of the mass ratio m, is thus essentially deter-

mined by two factors; firstly, the variation of E with m and, secondly, 

the variation of c:r with m. The second effect is more important; it 

causes pronounced minima in the curve of a against the neutron number N 

if a fragment has the magic neutron number N = 50 or N = 82. In other 

words, the fragments with magic neutron numbers have smaller deformation 

than others. 

If the fragments are 'in contact with their Q = 0 axes collinear, 

then the distance between the centres is given by 

s0 (m) = [1 + al(mi} R1 + [: + a2(mB R2 

where Ri is the radius of an undeformed spherical fragment. 
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The authors assumed a nuclear force ~otential between the fragments 

of the form 

m c A 
where Jl = -:[-- , m1t being the mass of 'lt mesons, -Vk is the nuclear 

~tential corre~ponding to two spherical fragments in contact, and s is 

the distance between the centres of the fragments. It is further 

" assumed that Vk is inde~endent of m. Brunner and Paul showed that for 

u235, Vk ~ 135 Mev. 

The total potential energy of the system of two fragments is 

the sum of the Coulomb energy and the nuclear potential. 

The relative fission ~robability w is then given, in the WKB a~~roxi-

mation, by s 

w = .exp [-
2? J jv(s) - T ds] 

sl 

where v is the reduced mass of the two-particle system, s1 and s2 are 

the classical turning points of motion, and T ·is the energy of the 

virtual state which later .appears as the total kinetic energy for the 

particular mass division. The absolute value of Vk is minimum for a 

given s when one of the fragments is a magic-number-nucleus, whereas 

T(m) is maximum for the same · situation. The net effect is to give w 

its maximum value at an m value slightly higher than that corresponding 

to the magic neutron number of 82 in fragments. For u235 the maximum 

fission probability appears at m = 1.45. 



The authors thus obtained qualitative agreement with experimental 

mass distribution in the fission of u235 and cf252. They pointed out 

that quantitative agreement cannot be expected on account of the approxi

mations made. 'Ihese approximations include the use of Fong' s mass formula 

for primary . fragments, the arbitrariness in choosing the variation of 

surface tension with fragment mass, and the restriction to the quadratic 

ter.m in the expression for deformation energy. 

Some of the assumptions made by Brunner and Paul are open to 

criticism. They ignore charge distribution in fission and assume that 

the total charge of the fissioning nucleus is split in the ratio of the 

fragment masses. The apportioning of the total excitation energy in 

proportion to the masses of the fragments has no experimental foundation. 

The assumption that the various scission configurations are formed with 

equal probability is also open to question. In addition, the theory 

demands the prior ~owledge of the kinetic energy distribution of the 

fragments. 

The Unified Model and Fission Theory 

Bohr (56Bl) has discussed ·the effect of the quantum states of 

the compound nucleus in fission. At the saddle point the compound 

nucleus is 'cold', since most of its excitation energy is tied up as 

potential energy of deformation. Only a few widely spaced levels are 

available as fission channels- and the spins and parities of these levels 

will probably play a dominant role in the fission process. Asymmetry 

in fission is probably related to the existence of low-lying 1- levels. 

At higher energies, many fission channels become available and asymmetry 

effects are less significant. 



None of these models can quantitatively describe the fission 

process, particularly the mass distribution with which we are concerned. 

The liquid drop model lacks the mathematical simplicity expected in a 

model. It does not yield its implications readily, nor is it easy to 

know what modifications are required to make it an effective description 

of fission (Halpern, 59Hl). The other models are very sensitive to 

data such as mass formulas, surface tension and level densities, which 

are not accurately known. Hence, it is difficult to test if the funda

mental assumptions involved are correct. The implication of all these 

is, perhaps, that fission is a very complicated process. 



III. EXPERIMENTAL 

In the experimental procedure used, samples of depleted uranium 

were purified and irradiated in the reactor. Fission products were 

extracted from the irradiated samples and the isotopic composition of 

the elements of interest was measured in a mass spectrometer. 

All Chemical reagents used were specially purified to remove 

traces of natural contamination. Distilled water was deioniz~d by 

passing it ~ough a cation exchange column and this 'ion-free' water 

distilled in quartz to get the 'pure water' used in all chemical 

operations. Nitric acid was distilled four times in a quartz still, 

diluted to 6N, and stored in polythene bottles for use. The 'pure 

hydrogen peroxide' used was obtained by distilling C ~ P. hydrogen 

peroxide under reduced pressure. The glass and polythene ware used in 

the separation procedures were cleaned by rinsing several times with 

purified nitric acid and water. 

Sample Preparation 

The samples irradiated consisted of depleted uranium as u3oa. 

The uranium was ·first treated to remove any natural contamination. The 

elements of interest (alkali ·metals, alkaline earths and rare earths) 

were produced by fission only in amountsofthe order of lo-9 g or less. 

Hence,it was necessary to keep contamination from the naturally-occurring 

isotopes of these elements to a couple of orders of magnitude less than 

this to achieve good accuracy in the measurements of the relative isotopic 
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abundances in fission. Preliminary experiments using typical radioactive 

tracers showed that a single precipitation with hydrogen peroxide followed 

by washing gave a decontamination factor of about 70 for rare earths, 

'While the separation was better for alkali and alkaline earth metals. 

The following procedure was used to purify the samples. Depleted 

uranium was 'dissolved in nitric acid and the solution was evaporated to 

dryness. The residue was repeatedly taken up in 'pure water' and 

evaporated to dryness to make the final solution nearly neutral. The 

solution thus obtained was chilled and uranium peroxide was precipitated 

using hydrogen peroxide. The precipitate was centrifuged and washed 

with purified water. This procedure was repeated three to four times to 

get pure uranium. The purified uranium peroxide was then ignited in a 

platinum crucible and samples of u3o8,weighing about one gram each,were 

sealed in quartz capsules for irradiation. 

Irradiations 

The irradiations were carried out in the core of the McMaster 

University swimming pool reactor. The samples,sealed in quartz capsules, 

were wrapped in cadmium (about 0.030" in thickness) to cut off thermal 

neutrons, thus minimizing contributions from the fission of u235 and Pu239. 

Since it was important to produce as much fission products a s 

possible, it was desirable to use the maximum possible irradiation time. 

In the case of short-lived nuclides, the irradiation time was limited by 

the half-life. Even in the case of long-lived and stable fission product s, 

indefinite irradiation was not possible because,in very long irradiations, 

the contribution from the fission of Pu239, produced by neutron capture 

in u238, became significant. 
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A detailed investigation of the contribution of plutonium fission 

showed tha~for irradiations of about 50 days duration,fission of Pu239 

contributed less than 3% to the total number of fissions (see Appendix A). 

Since in the region of interest the yields in Pu239 fission are not 

expected to differ appreciably from the yields in u238 fission, the error 

introduced by plutonium fission is negligible for irradiation times of 

about 50 days or less. 

Thus the irradiation times used varied from 5 to 55 days, depending 

upon the element studied. Table III-1 gives the irradiation data for the 

various samples. 

Extraction of Fission Products -

After suitable cooling periods, the fission products were 

extracted from the irradiated samples. First the capsule was broken 

and the sample transferred to a centrifuge t~be. This procedure did not 

involve the significant loss of fission products as (1) the fraction 

lost through recoil from one gram of U308 contained in a small capsule 

was negligible and (2) the loss of gaseous fission products through 

diffusion in u3oa was found to be insignificant by Clarke (62Cl). 

The sample was dissolved in pure nitric acid and evaporated to 

dryness. The residue was taken up in water and, by repeatedly evaporating 

to dryness and dissolving in .water, an almost neutral solution was obtained. 

Peroxide precipitation in the cold removed the bulk of ur~ium. This 

procedure was repeated to ensure that no visible solid was left on 

evaporating the sample to dryness. 

The fission product solution thus obtained was evaporated to a 

small drop on a piece of teflon and transferred to the sample filament 

of the mass spectrometer. This, when evaporated to dryness under an 
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TABLE III-1 

Irradiation Data 

Sample Irradiation Cooling Timea The:rma.l Flux b Time {Days) {Da.ysl 

A 15.0 5.6 1.5 X 1013 

B 30.0 45.0 1.5 X 1013 

c 53-9 186 1.4 x 1013 

C' 53-9 788 1.4 X 1013 

D 53-9 345 1.4 x 1013 

D' 53-9 840 1.4 x 1o13 

E 5-0 5.o4 1.0 x 1013 

F 5.0 8.72 1.0 x 1013 . 
G 50.0 165 7.0 X 1012 

H 50.0 2~ 7.0 X 1012 

I 50.0 230 1.0 X 1012 

J 10.0 0.21 5.7 X 1012 

K ~·3 41 5·7 X 1012 

L 10.3 3-3 5.7 x 1o12 

M 30.26 9-2 5·7 X 1012 

aThis is the cooling time .up to the point where chemical separ9otion 
In most cases, decay corrections had to be made to was started. 

the time of measurement. 

bcadmium ratio for cobalt is approximately 15. 
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infra-red lamp, provided an almost invisible coating on the filament. 

Visible amounts of solid matter seriously affected the ionization 

efficiency of the source. 

Mass Spectrometry 

The isotope ratios of the various elements studied in this work 

(except xenon) were measured using a 25-cm radius, 90° sector, solid-

source mass spectrometer of conventional first order direction focussing 

type as described by D. E. Irish (56Il). It used an accelerating 

potential of about 3000 V and featured magnetic scanning. With object 

and collector slits at 0.15 mm and 0.5 mm, the machine had a theoretical 

resolving power of 385. 

a. Ion Production 

A multiple filament surface ionization source was used to produce 

ions of fission products. This source was essentially the same as the 

one described by 1nghram and Chupka ( 53Inl) with the beam centring plate 

omitted. It incorporated an ionizing filament in the centre and two 

sample filaments on either side, with provision for passing suitable 

currents through them for heating purposes. The filaments were made of 

tungsten ribbon,O.OOl''thick and 0.030"wide. The sample, which was 

loaded as an essentially weightless film, could be evaporated off the 

sample filament at a convenient temperature and ionized at the hotter 

ion filament. Further, sine~ both evaporation and ionization are highly 

temperature dependent, one could arrive at suitable filament temperature 

combinations for each element to the exclusion of all others. 

Each time a new sample was analysed, the filament holder assembly 

was thoroughly cleaned and fresh filaments were used. These new filaments 

0 were cleaned by heating in vacuo to above 2500 C before use. This 
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minimized the possibility of cross contamination and helped to remove 

essentially all traces of natural contamination present on the filaments. 

b. Ion Detection 

Ion detection was accomplished using a 12-stage Allen type 

electron multiplier ( 47Al) with copper-beryllium dynodes, in conjunction 

with a vibrating reed electrometer and a strip chart recorder. The total 

gain of the multiplier was about 10,000 for an interdynode potential of 

about 300 V. 

c. Isotopic Analysis 

The samples used for measurement contained about lo-9 g or less 

of elements such as cesium, barium, cerium, neodymium and samarium. By 

suitably adjusting the temperatures of the filaments these elements were 

ionized off one by one and the isotopic composition measured by ave~aging 

the ratios obtained from a large number of spectrograms. Each spectro-. 
gram consisted of ~he result of the forward and backward scanning. This 

corrects for any small systematic variation in the intensity of the beam 

during scanning. 

The temperatures of the sample and ion filaments ranged from 500°C 
0 

to 1500 C and 1200 to 2500°C respectively. Cesium and barium were 

always measured as metal ions, cerium and neodymium as monoxide ions, and 

samarium as both metal and monoxide ions. The order of appearance of the 

ions as the filament temperatures were increased was cs+, Ba+, Ceo+, NdO+ 

and Sm+. 

The measured intensity ratios were converted into the abundance 

ratios of the isotopes in fission by correcting for any contamination and 

any radioactive decay as described below for each element. 



d. Systematic Errors in Isotope Abundance Measurements 

The two possible systematic errors in abundance measurements are 

(1) mass discrimination at the electron multiplier and (2) isotope 

fractionation at the source. 

Because of the non-linear nature of the mass dependence of the 

ion-emission coefficient (y) of the first dynode of the multiplier, 

there is a possibility of mass discrimination in isotopic abundance 

measurements. 

Kennett (56Kl) reported the absence of mass discrimination effect 

in the case of the isotopes of krypton and xenon. Irish ( 56n) found no 

systematic variation after a car~ful study of the abundances of cesium 

and neodymium isotopes. Farrar ( 62Fl) found .no appreciable effect among 

barium isotopes. Similar conclusions were reached by Clarke (62Cl) and 

Bidinosti (59B2). On the basis of these observations it was assumed that 

mass discrimination effect was negligible in all cases studied in this 

work. 

Isotope fractionation could arise from the isotope effect in 

the evaporation of the sample. In an ideal evaporation of a perfectly 

uniform liquid mixture of isotopes of masses m1 and m2, the lighter 

isotope m1 will be concentrated in the vapour phase relative to the 

isotope of mass m2, and to obtain the true abundance ratio in the liquid, the 

measured ratio of the heavy to light isotope must be multiplied by vlm2/m1 • 

Nier (38Nl) considers it unlikely, however, that the ideal case is 

approached in the surface ionization method and does not apply any 

correction for this effect. In addition, evaporation from the sample 

filament, which takes place at relatively low temperatures in the case of 

multiple filament sources, is in the form of multi-atomic species (60Bl) 
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and hence the effect should be even smaller. Any fractionation effect 

should show up as variation in isotopic ratios as the sample is exhausted. 

No such effect was observed in the present work and hence it was concluded 

that isotope fractionation in ion production was insignificant. 

Measurement of Xenon Ratios . 

The ratio of xenon ·isotopes was measured in a gaseous source mass 

spectrometer described by W. B. Clarke ( 62Cl ). This machine -vms 

essentially identical to the solid source maChine previously described 

except that the ion source was of the electron bombardment type (47Nl). 

The u3o8 samples in this case were irradiated in evacuated 

quartz vials. After irradiation, the samples were inserted into the 

sample furnace in the extraction system described by Clarke (62Cl). The 

system was then evacuated and the sample heated to about 1200°C in the 
. 

furnace. All gases evolved were collected and purified in a titanium 
. 0 

furnace which was heated to 800 C, and the gases were then transferred 

to a sample tube. 

Two methods were used in introducing the sample into the mass 

spectrometer. In the conventional flow method, the sample was allowed to 

le~ into the ion source at a steady rate and was continuously removed 

by pumps. In the static method, the rare gas sample was expanded into 

the mass spectrometer volume which was completely sealed from the pumps. 

The ion beam thus produced was analysed in exactly the same way 

as with the solid samples. Equations to correct for the decay of xe133 

are given in Appendix B. 



Normalization of the Isotope Ratios 

The isotope ratios of various elements measured were normalized 

with respect to each other to get relative fission yields. This has 

been achieved by means of an isobaric method as well as by isotope 

dilution. 

a. Isobaric Method 

Whenever two elements analysed had an isobar that could be measured, 

the relative yields of the two could be normalized with respect to each 

other at that isobar. Thus, xenon and cesium yields could be related 

to each other by normalizing the .two sets of ratios at 133, since both 

xel33 and cs133 could be measured relative to other isotopes of their 

respective elements. Similarly cerium and neodymium yields could be 

normalized at 144 and barium and cerium yields at 140. 

b. Isotope Dilution 

When the ~sobaric method of normalization was no~ possible, 

isotope dilution was used. In the present work, cesium and neodymium 

yields were related to each other by means of isotope dilution. 

An irradiated uranium sample was divided into two parts. To one 

was added some isotope dilution solution containing csl33 and Nd142 in 

known ratio. The two parts were separately analysed as usual for cesium 

and neodymium isotope ratios. The undiluted sample gave isotope ratios 

in fission, whereas the diluted sample gave ratios which were different in 

proportion to the amounts of stable isotopes added. It may be seen that 
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where X is the known ratio of cs133jNd142 in the isotope dilution solution 

and the subscripts 'dil' and 'und' refer to the ratios in the diluted and 

the undiluted samples corrected for any natural Nd145. The only rmknown 

is the ratio of 137 to 145 in fission and hence it can be determined. 

It is clear from the above equation that the greater the ratios 

csl33jcs137 and Nd142jNd145 in the diluted sample, the less is the error 

in the value obtained for the abundance ratio of masses 137 and 145 in 

fission. This fact was exploited in the 'swamping' teChnique in which 

the abundances of csl33 and Nd142 relative to their other isotopes were 

increased 10 to 100 fold through isotop~ dilution. This was achieved 

through the use of an isotope dilution solution made from analytically 

p'lire cesium chloride (isotopically pure in cJ-33) and neodymium oxide 

enriched to 97.45% in Ndl42 (obtained from the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory). The composition of the solution is given in Table III-2. 



TABLE III-2 

Composition of the Isotope Dilution Solution 

Elements Cesium Neodymium 

Chemical Form Used CsC1 Nd203 

Isotopic Composition 133 - 100% 142 - 97.45% 

143 - l.o4% 

144 - 0.89% 

145 - 0.21% 

146 - 0.26% 

Relative Amoun~s Used o.6oa4 g (cscl) 0.18459 g (Nd2o3) (per litre) 



IV. RESULTS 

In order to obtain relative cumulative yields of the isobaric 

chains in the fast fission of u238, several corrections must be made 

to the measured isotope abundan~e ratios. Firstly, it is necessary to 

correct for any stable contamination. This correction has been small 

or negligible in all the cases discussed here except barium. Secondly, 

if any isotope measured is radioactive or has precursors that are not 

short-lived as compared to the cooling time, then a decay correction is 

required. T.he general method for this correction is discussed in Appendix 

B. Thirdly, allowance must be made for the independent yields of the 

isobars appearing later in the chain. In all cases considered in the 

present investigation, this last correction,·assuming equal charge 

displacement (51G2), was less than a thousandth of the chain yield and, 

hence, was ignored. Since the irradiations were carried out in cadmium

wrapped capsule~, no corrections were required for neutron capture by 

the fission products. Individual cases are discussed below. 

Isotope Abundance Ratios 

a. Xenon 

Only the abundance ratios of xel33, xe134 and xe136 were measured 

in the present work. Both Xe131 and Xe132 had precursors long-lived in 

comparison with the cooling time and, under the conditions of the 

experiments, decay corrections could not be made with the desired 

accuracy~ Natural contamination was quite negligible, as evidenced by 
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the absence of xel29 which is only produced in fission ~th a very low 

independent yield. 

The observed abundance at mass 133 included both Xe133 and Xe133m. 

This was corrected to the number of mass 133 atoms produced in fission. 

The calculation is discussed in Appendix B. Since the samples were 

irradiated under a cadmium wrap, the amount of xe136 produced by neutron 

capture in Xe135 was negligible. 

The relevant data are given in Table IV-1 which includes the 

results of Wanless and Thode (55Wl) for masses 131, 132, 134 and 136. 

Standard deviations of individual measurements are quoted. The averages 

of the present measurements and those of Wanless and Thode were taken as 

the " best" relative yields. 

b. Cesium 

The measured abundance ratios of cesium· isotopes in various 

samples, the standard deviations, the corrections used and the relative 

cumulative chain yields obtained from them are given in Table IV-2. 

Correction for the partial decay of the precursors of cs133 was required 

only in the case of sample A; all the other samples were cooled long 

enough to warrant complete decay of the chain into cs133. The calculations 

are discussed in Appendix B. Since cesium has only one stable isotope, 

namely cs133, it is not possible to decide from one set of measurements 

alone whether there is a:ny natural contamination. However, the constancy 

of the ratios in samples which markedly differ in irradiation and cooling 

time may be taken as sufficient evidence for the absence of contamination 

from natural cesium. 



TABLE IV-1 

Abundance Ratios of Xenon Isotopes in the Fast Fission of u238 

131 132 133 134 136 

Sample E 
1 Measured Ratio 0.3459 1.000 0.9077 

Standard Deviation 0.0012 0.0018 
Corrected for Decaya 0.868 1.000 0.9077 

Sample F 
Measured Ratio 0.2382 1.000 0.9056 
Standard Deviation 0.0015 0.002 
Corrected for Decaya 0.844 1.000 0.9056 

From Wanless 
0.485 0.887 and Thode 0.711 1.000 

Average 0.485 0.711 0.856 1.000 o.897b 
0.015 0.010 

~ecay corrections made for the 133 chain using half-life 
values of 5.27 d for xel33 and 2.35 d for xe133m (50Ml, 52Bl). 

bThe_ average of the value reported by ~va.nless and Thode ( 55Wl) 
and that measured in the present work. 
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TABLE N-2 

Abnndance Ratios of Cesium Isotopes in the Fast Fission of u238 

133 135 137 

Sample A 
Measured Ratio 0.818 1.125 1 .• ooo 
Corrected for Decay8 1.090 1.125 1.000 
Standard Deviation 0.010 o.oo6 

Sample B 
Measured Ratio 1.074 1.129 1.000 
Corrected for Decayb 1.070 1.125 1.000 
Standard Deviation .- 0.016 0.015 

Sample C 
Measured Ratio 1.089 1.143 1.000 
Corrected for Decayb 1.076 1.130 1.000 
Standard Deviation 0.020 0.018 

Sample D 
Measured Ratio 1.122 1.160 1.000 
Corrected for Decayb 1.095 1.132 1.000 
Standard Deviation 0.012 0.013 

Sample D' 
Measured Rati.o 1.141 1.189 1.000 
Corrected for Decayb 1.082 1.128 1.000 
Standard Deviation o.oo6 0.004 

Sample G 
Measured Ratio 1.106 1.152 1.000 
Corrected for Decayb 1.092 1.138 1.000 
Standard Deviation 0.009 0.010 

Weighted Mean 1.086 ± o.oo4 1.128 ± 0.003 1.006 

acorrected for the i ncomplete decay of xel33 and xe133m, using 
the half-life values 5~27 d and 2.35 d (50Ml, 52Bl). 

bcorrected for the decay of cs137, assuming a half-life of 30.4 
years ( 61Fl) • 
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c. Barium 

The ratio of Ba138 to Ba140 was measured in young fission

product samples so that decay corrections for Bal40 were small. Even 

in carefully purified samples, natural contamination could not be 

avoided. Fortunately, it was possible to correct for this because 

barium has stable isotopes 136 and 137 1ihich do not appear as fission 

products, except in small independent yields. Of these, Ba136 was 

preferred as a measure of contamination because of the possibility of 

small amounts of cesium appearing at mass 137. The measured relative 

value for Ba136, together with the abundance ratios of isotopes in 

natural barium, yielded the fractional contamination at mass 138. The 

corrections involved were tairly large and .this is the reason why the 

error at mass 138 is larger than at any other mass. The measured ratios 

quoted are the averages of about a dozen spectrograms taken in the 

period of an hour. Correction for decay during isotopic measurement 

was not necessary. The data for the barium isotopes are summarized 

in Table IV-3· 

d. Cerium 

Cerium ratios were measured in three saraples, all of which were 

cooled long enough to allow the complete decay of Bal40. The only decay 

corrections were those for the decay of Cel44; the correction factor 

in this case was about 2. 

Correction for contamination was more difficult to make because 

there is no convenient isotope of cerium which is not produced in 

fission. However, it is possible to make an indirect estimate of 

contamination. It is suggested that the natural contamination is small 



TABLE IV-3 

Abundance Ratios of Barium Isotopes in the Fast Fission of u238 

136 138 140 

Sample J 
J:.1easured Ratio 0.0861 1.000 0.1276 
Standard Deviation 0.0018 0.0017 
Corrected for 0.210 0.1276 Contamination a 
Corrected for 

Decayb 1.005 1.000 

Standard Deviation . o.o8o 

Sample L 
Measured Ratio 0.0823 1.000 0.1087 
Standard Deviation 0.0012 0.0007 
Corrected for 

Contaminatf.on 0.245 0.1087 
Corrected for 

Decay 0.984 1.000 
Standard Deviation 0.05 

Weighted Hean 0.992 1.000 
Standard Deviation 0.04 

a-using the isotopic abundance ratios for natural barium reported 
by Nier ( 3-8N2) • 

bcorrection for the dec~y of Ba14° during irradiation and decay, 
using a half-life of 12.8o days (51E2). 
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for two reasons: (1) In the same samples natural contamination of 

neodymium is only about 1%. ( 2) The measured ratio of ce14° to ce142 

is not very large, even though in natural cerium this ratio is about 

8 to 1. The three measured ratios can be reconciled with each other by 

assuming 7.8%, 11.3% and 4% natural contamination at cel40 in samples 

C, D and I, respectively. However, in view of the possibility of error 
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in this method of correction, a relatively large error must be attributed 

to the 140/142 ratio. All the relevant data are tabulated in Table IV -4. 

e. Neodymium 

The abundance ratios of the isotopes of neodymium were measured 

in old samples so that decay corrections were not large. Neodymium-143 

was always measured in sample~ which were cooled for more than 159 days 

to ensure complete decay of" Prl43. Neodymium-144 was measured relative 

to Nd143 in samples C' and D which were cooled for 788 and 345 days, 

respectively. Contamination by natural neodymium, if any, vlas less 

than 2%. The existence of stable Nd142 which is not produced in fission, 

except in a small independent yield, made it possible to make contarnin-

ation corrections quite accurately. The experimental data and the 

corrections are summarized in Table IV-5· 

f • Samarium 

Old samples D and I were used to measure the abundance ratios 

of samarium isotopes 149, 151, 152 and 154. A very small correction -was 

required for the decay of sml?l Which has a half-life of 90 years. The 

abundance of Sm15°, relative to that of Sm149, was about 0.005 in both 

the samples and this could be accounted for by neutron capture in Sml49. 

The absence of any measurable amount of Sm15° suggests that natural 

contamination 1r1as negligible. However, even a small natural 

contamination at mass 150 would alter the relative abundances of Sm
152 



TABLE r.J-4 

Abundance Ratios of Cerium Isotopes in the Fast Fission of u238 

140 142 144 

Sample C 
Measured Ratio 1.348 1.000 0.545 
Standard Deviation 0.007 0.008 
Corrected for 

DecayS- 1.348 1.000 0.952 
Corrected for 

Conta.minationb 1.25 1.00 0.964 

Sample D 
Measured Ratio 1.382 1.000 0.360 
Standard Deviation 0.015 0.009 
Corrected for 

Decay8- 1.382 1.000 0.939 
Corrected for 

Contaminationb 1.24 1.00 0.956 

Sample I 
Measured Ratio 1.310 1.000 0.418 
Standard Deviation 0.015 0.007 
Corrected for 

Decay-a 1.310 1.000 0.983 
Corrected for 

Conta.minationb 1.26 1.00 0.989 

Mean 1.25 1.00 0-970 
Estimated Error 0.05 0.02 

aAssuming a 278-day half-life for Ce144 ( 59F2). 

bAssuming that the fission product Cel40 is contaminated by the 
natural isotope to 7.8%, 11.3% and 4% in samples c, D and I, 
respectively. 
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TABLE N-5 

Abundance Ratios of Neodymium Isotopes in the Fast Fission of u238 

142 143 144 145 146 148 150 

Sample C 
~-1easured Ratio 0.0184 1.000 0.8239 0.7402 0.463 0.287 
Corrected for 

Contamination a 1.000 0.8251 0.7346 0.463 0.2895 
Standard Deviation 0.015 0.019 0.014 0.009 

Sample C' 
Measured Ratio 0.018 1.000 o.88o 
Corrected for 

·contaminationa 0.992 0.864 
Corrected for 

Decayb 1.000 0.991 
Standard Deviation 0.015 

Sample D 
Measured Ratio 0.012 1.000 0.611 0.8227 o. 7529 0.459 0.2792 
Corrected for 

Contaminationa 1.000 0.594 0.8243 0.7446 0.459 0.277 
Corrected for 

Decayb 1.000 0.964 0.8243 0.7446 0.459 0.277 
Standard Deviation· 0.030 0.012 0.009 0.007 0.005 

Sample G 
Measured Ratio 0.00 1 .. 000 0.820 0.744 
Standard Deviation 0.015 0.015 

Sample H 
Measured Ratio o.oo 1.000 0.819 
Standard Deviation 0.017 

Weighted Mean 1.000 0.985 0.823 0.744 o.46o 0.282 
Standard Deviation 0.014 0.007 0.007 o.oo6 0.005 

aAssuming isotopic abundance data given by Inghram ( 48I1). 

bCorrected for the incomplete. decay of ce144 u~ing a half-life value of 
278 days ( 59F2) • 
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and Sm154 by a few percent. Therefore, even though the measurements 

involving sample I gave better statistics, sample D was given equal 

weighting in taking the mean because the latter gave smaller abundance 

ratios for Sm152 and Sml54. The results are shown in Table IV-6. The 

estimated error takes into account any possible contamination. 

g. Rubidium 

It is difficult to avoid contamination from natural sources in 

measuring the abundances of rubidium isotopes in fission, because even 

the tungsten filament of the mass spectrometer source gives natural 

rubidium. 1-lhereas, in fission-product samples, Rb85 is less abundant 

·than 87, in the natural element it is 2.6 times as abundant; this makes 

even a small amount of contamination quite noticeable. Since rubidium does 

not have any other stable isotope not produced in fission, it is not 

possible to correct for contamination. The two values obtained for the 

85/87 ratio in th~ present work differ by about 12% and it is obvious 

that at least one of them is contaminated. However, it is suggested 

that the amount of contamination is small on two grounds: (1) In 

the same samples, natural cesium was absent. ( 2) The ratio of Rb85 to 

Rb 87 is low. The lower value may be taken as close to the true value. 

The relevant data are shown in Table N -7. 

h. Strontium 

Only one measurement ·was made on strontium isotopes. Contamination 

correction at mass 88 was not high and could be made rather accurately 

using the abundance of sr86, which is not produced in fission in any 

significant yield. The decay correction for Sr89 is large and this makes 

the relative abundance of sr89 susceptible to a larger error. Table IV-8 

summarizes the available data. 



TABLE DT-6 

Abundance Ratios of Samarium Isotopes in the Fast Fission of u238 

149 151 152 154 

Sample D 
Measured Ratio 1.000 0.5035 0.::99 0.122 
Standard Deviation 0.015 0.010 o.oo6 
Corrected for 

Decay<=L 1.000 0.507 o. ::99 0.122 

Sample I 
J:.1easured Ratio 1.000 0.487 0.331 0.146 
Standard Deviation o.oo6 0.005 o.oo6 
Corrected for 

Decay8- 1.000 0.490 0.331 0.146 

Mean 1.000 0.50 0.315 0.134 
Estimated Error 0.01 0.015 0.010 

~ecay of Sm151 is corrected for, assuming a half-life of 90 years. 



TABLE "N-7 

Abundance Ratios of Rubidium Isotopes in the Fast Fission of u238 

85 87 

Sample C 
Neasured Ratio 0.4424 1.000 
Standard Deviation 0.0084 
Corrected for Decaya 0.54 1.00 

Sample D 
Measured Ratio 0.3936 1.000 
Standard Deviation 0.0055 
Corrected for Decay8- 0.48 1.00 

Recommended Valueb 0.48 1.00 

a81% of 4.4-hr Kr85m decays to Rb85 and the other 19% through 
··10. 6-y Kr85 ( 6ovn). 

bAssuming that the smaller value is free of contamination 
correction. 
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TABLE IV-8 

Abundance Ratios of Strontium Isotopes in the Fast Fission of u238 

86 88 89 90 

Sample C 

Measured Ratio 0.0336 0.9393 0.0416 1.000 

Standard Deviation o.ooo8 0.0186 0.0016 

Corrected for 
Contamination a 0.658 0.0416 1.000 

Corrected for 
Decayb o.65o 0.796 1.000 

Estimated Error 0.02 0.04 

aAssuming the natural abundances of isotopes 88 and 86 as 82.56% 
and 9.83%, respectively (57S2). 

bThe half-lives of sr89 and sr90 were taken as 51. 8 d and 27.7 y, 
respectively (59F3, 55W2). 
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Isotope Dilution 

In samples K and M, which were used for isotope dilution, the 

decay of prl43 was not complete. Hence, Nd142 was measured relative to_ 
' 

Ndl45 rather than Nd14 3. The. accuracy of the method has been greatly 

improved by " swamping" csl33 and Nd142. The latter was possible through 

the use of neodymium enriched to 97 .45~ in 142. Further, because of the 

swamping, a few percent contamination of cs133 in the original sample 

would make negligible difference. Neodymium-142 was present only in 

insignificant amounts in both the samples. The relevant data are given 

in Table rv -9. 

Since the degree of "swamping'' was greater in sample M than in 

sample K, the value obtained from it should be given more weight ~an is 

suggested by statistical errors. Hence it was decided to average the two , 

values rather than take a weighted mean. The quoted error is an estimate. 

Relative Yields 

The abundance ratios of the various isotopes of the elements 

xenon, cesium, barium, cerium, neodymium and samarium are combined 

together to give relative fission yields in the fast fission of u238. 

By equating the yields of xe133 and csl33, the xenon and cesium 

ratios are normalized with respect to each other. Thus we get the 

relative yields from masses 131 to 137 o Similarly, barium and cerium 

ratios are normalized at mass 140, and cerium and neodymium ratios at 

mass 144. Samarium .. ratios are related to neodymium ratios by adjusting 

the yield for mass 149 to the mean of the. Nd148 and Ndl50 values.. Thus 

yields for masses 138 to 154 are obtained relative to each other. The 

isotope dilution data relates the yields at masses 137 to 145. With 

this it became possible to get the Aelds of all the heavy masses studied 

relative to each other. The data are summarized 1n Table rv-10. 



Data on Isotope D~ :Qtion 

Ratio of csl33 to csl37 in the 
isotope diluted samplea 

Ratio of cs133 to Cs137 in the 
undiluted sample 

Hence ratio of natural csl33 
added 'to csl37 from fission (Res) 

Ratio of Ndl42 to Ndl45 in the 
isotope diluted sampleb 

Ratio of 142 to 145 in the 
undiluted sample 

Hence ratio of nat~al 142 
added to the fission 145 (Rwa) 

Ratio of cs133 to Nd142 in the 
isotope dilution solution (X) 

Ratio of fission 137 to fission 
145 (Rr = (RNd/Rc8 ) x X) 

Sample K 

19.50 :f: 0.06 

1.09 ± 0.01 

18.41 ± 0.06 

7.822 ± 0.025 

0.0 

7-822 ± 0.025 

3.2332 

Sample M 

44.09 ± 0.40 

1.14 ± 0.04 

42.95 ± 0.40 

18.54 ± 0.14 

0.0 

18.54 ± 0.14 

3-2332 

1.396 ± 0.022 

Mean Value of Rf 1.385 ± 0.010 

acorrected for the decay of cs137. 

bcorrected for the small contamination of mass 145 arising from the 
spike. 
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Xenon 

131 0.485 

132 0.711 

133 0.856 

134 1.000 

135 

136 0.897 

137 

138 

140 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

154 

TABLE IV-10 

Relative Yields of the Heavy Mass Fission Products 
in the Fast Fission of u238 

From 
Cesil:un Barium Cerium Neodymium Samarium Isotope 

Dilution 

1.086 

1.128 

1.000 1.385 

0.992 

l.OOO 1.25 

1.000 

1.000 

0.-970 0.985 

0.823 1.000 

0.744 

o.46o 

1.000 

0.282 

0.500 

0.315 

0.134 

Relative 
Yields 

0.582 

1.249 

1.504 

1.757 

1.562 

1.576 

1.385 

1.531 

1.543 

1.234 

1.215 

1.197 

1.000 

0.904 

0.559 

0.451 

0.343 

0.225 

0.142 

o.o6o 



Absolut e Yields 

In order to obtain absolute yields, the relative yields of the 

heavy mass fission products were normalized such that they add to 100%. 
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In the mass range from 131 to 154, only four relative yields were not 

measured in the present work, viz., those of masses 139, 141, 147 and 153. 

These were obtained by interpolation. Using radiochemical data for 

the yields of Sb127 and Eu156, it was possible to extrapolate the mass

yieldcurve to either side and thus obtain .. relative yields of the mass 

numbers 128, 129, 130 and 155. Estirr~tes were made of the total yields 

of the mass numbers 120 to 126, as well as 157 and above, through the 

use of available radiochemical data and extrapolation. The absolute 

yields thus obtained, along with relative yields, are given in Table 

IV-11. The fission yields are plotted against mass numbers in Fig. IV-1. 



TABLE IV -11 

Relative and Absolute Yields in the Fast Fission of u238 

Relative 'Yields Absolute Yields 

120 to 126a 0.015 0.06 
127b 0.032 0.13 
128C 0.140 0.56 
129c 0.290 1.16 

130c 0.510 2.03 
131 0.852 3.40 
132 1.25 4.98 
133 1.504 6.00 
134 1.757 7.00 
135 1.562 6.23 
136 1.576 6.28 
137 1.385 5.52 
138 1.531 6.10 
139c 1.535 6.12 

140 1.543 6.15 
141C 1.395 5-56 
142 l. 231Jr 4.92 
143 1.215 4.84 
144 1.197 4.77 
145 1.000 3·99 
146 0.904 3.60 
147C 0.710 2.83 
11~8 0.559 2.23 
149 0.451 l.8o 

150 0.343 1.37 
151 0.225 0.90 
152 0.142 0.57 
153c 0.093 0.37 
154 o.o6o 0.24 
155c 0.032 0.13 
156b 0.019 0.08 

>156a 0.025 0.10 

Total 100.02 

aEstimate. 

bRadiochemica1 yield taken from ( 60K1) • 

cobtained by interpolation and extrapolation. 
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V. DISCUSSION 

Discussion on Errors 

The relative values of cumulative chain yields obtained through 

isotopic abundance measurements suffer from two sources of error: 

statistical and systematic ~rrors in the measurements and errors arising 

from corrections for decay and contamination. The statistical errors 

have, in general, been about 1%, as is evident from the standard 

deviations quoted vnth individual measurements. Systematic errors have 

also been small; they have already been discussed in Chapter III. The 

other errors depend on individual cases. 

There was no correction for natural contamination involved in 

the case of xenon ratios. Only xe133 requirea decay correction. The 

uncertainties in the half-lives of Xe133 (5.27 d) and xel33m ( 2.35 d) 

are taken into account in the 2% error quoted for the relative yield of 

mass 133. 

Natural contamination was absent in the cesium samples as well. 

Tnis is seen from the constancy of the 133/137 ratio in samples having 

different irradiation and cooling history. Only in sample A vras the 133 

chain incompletely decayed to cs133; even there the decay correction vms 

small. The cesium ratios are-thus expected to be reliable to about 1%. 

Corrections for decay and contamination were large in the case 

of the Ba138jBa140 ratio. In-the two samples analysed, about 70 to SO% 

of the Ba138 present came from natural contamination. The correction 
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factor for the decay of Ba140 was about 2 in both the samples, but the 

error involved in this is comparatively small. The 138/140 ratio is 

believed to have an uncertainty of about 5%. 

The most vddely accepted value for the half-life of ce144 is 

about 285 days (5682). However, Fickel (59F2) found it necessary to use 

a shorter half-life of 278 days in order to reconcile the abundance 

ratios of cerium isotopes in fission measured after widely different 

cooling periods. This value of the half-life was used in the present 

work also. The error introduced through the uncertainty in half-life is, 

however, not more than about 1%. Contamination correction at mass 140 

was less accurate. This correction was made by assuming a contamination 

of 7.8~ in sample c, 11.3% in sampie D, and 4% in sample I. An error of 

5% has been attributed to the 140/144 ratio. Since the true ·ratio in 

fission should be at least as low as the lowest measured ratio, the error 

cannot be more in ~he upper limit. If the true ratio is more than 5% 

less, then the three sets of values become less consistent with each 

other. 

The contamination correction in the case of the neodymium ratios 

was quite small. Decay correction affected only mass 144 and is expected 

to be accurate to about 1%. Thus the relative yields of these mases are 

believed to be reliable to about 1 to 2%. 

Very little correction was required in the case of the samarium 

ratios. The errors estimated on the basis of the agreement between the 

two sets of data are about 2% at mass 151, 5% at mass 152, and 7% at 

mass 154. The errors at these masses are relatively large for two reasons: 

(1) The absolute yields of these masses are small and hence the abundance 

of samarium isotopes in fission-product samples are low. (2) In natural 



samarium, isotopes 152 and 154 occur in high abundances, so even when 

there is no measurable amount of Sm15° present there could be some 

contamination at masses 152 and 154. 

6o 

The abundance ratio of Rb85 and Rb87 may be taken as an upper 

limit value. It is suggested that contamination is not large in this 

case and the recommended value is close to the true value, since cesium 

contamination was absent in the same samples. 

Among the strontium isotopes, only 88 is affected by contamination 

correction; here the total error arising from both measurement and 

correction is under 3%· The decay correction for sr89 was made by using 

a half-life of 51.8 days obtained by Fickel and Tomlinson (59F3). The 

correction factor is large and this makes the abundance ratio uncertain 

to about 5%· Only a very small decay correction was required in the case 

of sr9°. 

The absol~te yields obtained in this work are subject to errors 

arising from three additional sources: isotope dilution, isobaric method 

of normalization of relative yields, and the normalization of relative 

yields to 100%. 

The cumulative yield of cs1 37 was measured relative to that of 

Ndl45 by isotope dilution in two different samples and the values agreed 

to within 1.5%-

The error in the isobaric method of normalization depends on the 

reliability of the relative yields of the isobars concerned. The 

normalization of xenon and cesium isotope ratios at mass 133 apd cerium 

and neodymium isotopes at mass 144 are expected to be reliable to about 

2.5%, whereas that of barium and cerium isotopes at mass 140 ·may have an 

error of about 5%· This makes the absolute yield at mass 138 uncertain 

to about 7%-
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The normalization of the relative yields to 100% contributes a 

relatively smaller error. The only interpolated yields are those at 

masses 128, 129, 130, 139, 141, 147, and 153. Of these, all except those 

at masses 139 and 141 must be considered good estimates because they fall · 

in regions where the mass-yield curve is relatively smooth; moreover, they 

are all low yields and add up to only 7% of the total. Even if the yields 

at 139 and 140 are in error by as much as one fission-yield percent, the 

normalization procedure does not introduce more than 2% error. 

It is difficult to combine all these errors statistically and 

quote probable errors for the absolute yields. However, we estimate 

that the measured yields quoted in Table Dl-11 are reliable to within 3% 

in all cases except at masses 138, 140, 152 and 154. The uncertainties 

in the yields are about 5% at masses 140 and 152, and 7% at masses 138 

and 154. 

Comparison of Preqent Results With Other Available Data 

In comparing the fission yields obtained in the present work 

with other data available in the literature, one must keep two things 

in mind: (1) The radiochemical measurement of relative yields suffers 

from an error of over 10%. (2) Because of the fact that only a few 

yields had been measured, the normalization of the yields could be 

seriously in error. Even in Katcoff's tabulation, which included the mass 

spectrometric data of Wanless and Thode (55Wl) and Tomlinson (60Tl), the 

yields of masses 138, 139, 141, 142, 143, 145, 146, 148, 150, 151, 152, 

and 154 were missing. These make up about half the total yields of the 

heavy mass fission products. Since Katcoff was compelled to depend on 

interpolation for all these yields, his normalization is likely to be in 

error. 



The radiochemical yield measurement of those nuclides which are 

produced in large yields in the fast fission of u238 was carried out by 

Keller et al ( 54Kl) and these authors quote an error of more than 10% 

in the relative yields. The agreement between the radiochemical yields 

as normalized by Katcoff and the absolute yields quoted in the present 

work is within 10% at mass nUm.bers 140, 144, 147, 149 and 153. The 

radiochemical yield of cs137 is particularly high. This is understandable 

because, in the radiochemical method, the yields of long-lived nuclides 

are particularly susceptible to error. In addition·, Keller et al used 

a half-life of 33 years for cs137 in converting count rate into numbers 

of atoms. Since the currently accepted value for csl37 half-life is 

30.4 years (61Fl), this introduces an additional systematic error of 

about 10%. 

The mass spectrometric data of Wanle~s and Thode for the relative 

yields of xenon i~otopes have been incorporated into the present work. 

The absolute yields of masses 131, 132, 134 and 136, as given by Katcoff, 

are within 5% o~ the values obtained in the present work. 

Interpretation of Results 

It is fairly well established that the sequence of events in the 

low energy fission of a heavy nucleus is as follows: 

1. The compound nucleus splits into two fragments. 

2. The fragments emit prompt neutrons and gamma rays. 

3· The de-excited fragments undergo beta decay along the 

isobaric chain towards stability. 

4. The total energy release for certain fission-product 

nuclei undergoing beta decay is greater than the 



neutron binding energy of the daughter nucleus. 

In such a case, delayed neutrons may be emitted 

1dth an observed decay rate that approximates 

that of the precursor. 

The emission of beta and gamma rays does not change the mass 

numbers of the fragments. The cumulative chain yields obtained are the 

integrated yield of the total chain and, hence, the data is already 

corrected for beta decay. It would be interesting to investigate the 

irregularities brought about in the mass distribution through neutron 

emission and determine the nature of the prompt mass distribution. 

a. Delayed-Neutron Emission 

It is not easy to correct accurately for the effects of delayed-

neutron emission because of the inade~uate information available on the 

yields and precursors of delayed-neutron emitters. The data on delayed

neutron emitters 4ave been summarized in several reviews (56K2, 56c1, 

58M2). Keepin and co-workers at Los Alamos have done extensive work in 

this field and the following discussion is based mainly on their 

results ( 62KJ..). 

The Los Alamos group made use of high intensity irradiations 

and obtained good counting statistics in following delayed-neutron decay. 

Measured decay curves were analysed into a series of exponential decay 

groups by an iterative least~square method coded for high-speed digital 

computation. It was found that six exponential periods were necessary 

and sufficient for optimum least-s~uare fit to the decay data. A summary 

of their results ior the fast fission of u238 is given in Table V-1. 

Total delayed-neutron emission yields have been measured by 

several workers. For the fast fission of u238 the weighted average of 

the various measurements is 3.98 per 100 fissions, while the Los Alamos 
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TABLE V-1 

Delayed-Neutron Periods and Abundances in the Fast Fission of u238 

Group Half-Life 
Relative Yield Per 

Index Abundance 100 Fissions 

l 52.38 + - 1.29 0.013 ± 0.001 0.052 

2 21.58 :t 0.39 0.136 ± 0.002 0.55 

3 5.00 ± 0.19 0.162 ± 0.020 0.65 

4 1.93 ± 0.07 8 + . 0.3 8 - 0.012 1.55 

5 0.490 ± 0.023 0.225 :t 0.013 0.9 

6 + 0.172 - 0.009 0.075 ± 0.005 0.3 

Total 4.00 
--



group gives the value 4.12. We have chosen to use a delayed-neutron 

yield of 4 per 100 fissions and have worked out the yields of the various 

groups of delayed-neutrons given in column IV of Table V-1. 

Precursor assignment is less definite. The 54.5-sec period is 

kno'\m to be that of Br87. The 22-sec period is complex, being made up 

of 16.3-sec Br88 and 22.4-sec r137. In u235 these appear in the ratio 

of approximately 2 to 3. Iodine-138 and some isotopes of bromine and 

rubidium make up the 5-sec period. The 2-sec period is also complex 

and involves r139, some isotopes of bromine and krypton, and maybe some 

isotopes of cesium, antimony or tellurium. The available information 

on precursors is tabulated in Table V-2. 

The delayed-neutron yields from various precursors will be 

different in .the case of u238 fission from the values given in Table V-2 

for u235 fission. However, the yields in u2~5 may be used in estimating 

those in u238 by assuming t~t yields are greater (or smaller) in 

proportion to the Change in the cumulative yield of the chain up to (and 

including) the precursor of interest. The cumulative yield of a chain 

up to a given precursor, which is the ~ of the independent yields of 

all the members of the chain up to the precursor, may be estimated by 

using the hypothesis of equal charge .displacement (51G2). 

The neutron yields calculated in this manner for the various 

precursors making up a given ·complex period, however, do not add up to 

the value quoted in Table V-1. For example, the calculated yields of 

delayed neutrons from Br88 and r137 are 0.1 and o·.3 respectively, which 

give a total · of 0.4 delayed neutrons per 100 fission, whereas the value 

associated with the 22-sec period is 0.55. The calculated values ·were, 

therefore, used only as a guide in making the following estimates of 
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TABLE V-2 

Delayed-Neutron Precursors 

Group 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

Precursor ·Assignmenta 

54.5 sec Br87 

24.4s rl37 

16.3s Br88 

6.3s I138 

4.4s Br( 89) 

6s Rb(93,94) 

2.0s rl39 

(1.6 - 2.4s) ( Cs, Sb or Te) 

1.6s Br(90 -: 92) 

1.5s Kr(93) 

0.5s (rl4o + Kr?) 

0.2s (.Br, Rb, As?) 

Table taken from Ref. (62Kl). 

Yield in 
u235 Fission 

(Neutrons/100 Fissions) 

0.22 

0.157 

0.103 

0.2)8 

0.001 

0.084 

0.206 

0.236 

0.007 

aTentative or uncertain assisgnments given in paranthesis. 



the distortions in the mass distribution brought about by delayed-

neutron emission. The delayed-neutron yields from masses 137, 138 and 

139 are estimated at about 0.35, 0.15 and 0.25 units (percent cumulative 

yield) respectively. 

The mass-yield curve corrected for delayed-neutron emission is 

sho-wn in Fig. V -1. In making the correction, we have arbitrarily placed 

the yield of mass 139 at 6.20 because it w.s only an interpolated yield 

and would probably have been found depressed if measured. The yield 

at mass 138 has been reduced by 0.1 units and that at 136 by 0.35 units, 

While the yield of mass 137 was increased by 0.2 units. These corrections 

have removed most of the irregularities in the mass distribution between 

masses 136 and 139. 

b. Prompt Neutron Emission 

It is interesting at this point to compare the fine structure 

in the mass distribution of fission products .from u238 with those from 

the fission of u233 and u235. We choose to compare the mass-yield curves 

after correction for delayed-neutron emission. In Fig. V-2 the three 

curves are superimposed on each other. The u235 data are from Farrar 

and Tomlinson (62F3) and the u233 data from Bidinosti, Irish and Tomlinson 

(61B2). The following features are noteworthy; 

1. All three curves seem to coincide at the low mass end. 

2. 238 At the heavy mass end, the U curve is wider than the 

other two by about 1 to 2 mass units. 

3. The fine structure in the region of high yield suggests 

the existence of three maxima in all the cases. The 

peak at mass 134 is common, even though it is highest 

for u235 and lowest for u233. The second peak is in 
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the 136-140 mass region; at 138 in the u235 curve; 

at about 139-140 in the case of u238, and less 

definite in the u233 curve. The third peak is at 

142 in the case of u233, at about 142-143 in u235 

and at about 144 in the u238 curve. 
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Several authors have attempted to explain the fine structure in 

the mass-yield curve around mass 134. Glendenin ( 49Gl) proposed that 

fission products with 83 neutrons would tend to 'boil off' an extra 

neutron and reach the shell configuration of 82 neutrons. This would 

increase the yield at mass 134 at the expense of that at mass 135. 

Pappas (53Pl) extended the Glendenin hypothesis to include neutron 

boil off from nuclides with 85, 87 and 89 neutrons. However, the 

hypothesis requires that any increase in the yields of 134, 136 and 138 

mass chains over those expected from the 'smooth curve' should be 

counterbalanced by the dips at masses 135, 137, and 139, respectively. 

These dips were not observed in the mass spectrometric studies made by 

several workers ( 501D., 55Pl, 62F2). 

Wiles et al (53Wl) postulated that high yields near mass 134 

arise from a preference in the fission act for fragments with 82 neutrons. 

A natural corollary of this postulate is that the anomalous yields of 

82-neutron fragments must be reflected in the yields of the complementary 

light fragments. The observation by Glendenin, Steinberg, Inghram and 

Hess (51Gl) that Mo100 is produced in unusually high yield in u 235 lent 

support to the Wiles hypothesis; for masses 100 and 134 are complementary 

after the usual two neutrons are emitted. However, the subsequent measure

ments by Tomlinson and co-workers (59Fl, 61B2) of the mass distribution in 



the fission o~ u233 and Pu239 show ·that, in these cases also, there is 

a maximum at mass 100 even though masses 100 and 134 are no longer 

complementary. 

Fickel and Tomlinson ( 58Fl) have suggested that an increased 

stability of primary fragments in the region of 50 protons and 82 
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neutrons may cause a decrease in neutron emission in the mass 134 region. 

Such a decrease would cause a bunching up of yields such as that found 

in the 131-136 mass range. This may be illustrated by means of a 

fictitious example. If the fission fragments with masses 136 and above 

emitted an average of 1.5 neutrons and mass 135 emitted only one neutron, 

then the final yield at mass 134 would be made_ up of contributions from 

prompt fragments of masses 135 and 136. Henc-e the 134 yield would be 

abnormally high. The net effect of such neutron emission wou19. be to narrow 

the mass-yield curve of the heavy mass fission products in relation to 

that of the light ~ss products. In fact, it was the observation of this 

effect which led Fickel and Tomlinson to the above explanation of the 

fine structure at mass 134. 

The direct measurement of prompt neutron yields from fission 

fragments has shed much light on the origin of the fine structure. Strong 

variation of neutron yield with fragment mass was first observed by Fraser 

and Milton (54Fl). After studying the neutron emission in u233 fission, 

these authors came to the conclusion that neutrons are emitted pr eferen

tially by the heaviest light fragments and by the heaviest heavy fragments. 

More accurate measurements, using ·improved techniques, were carried out 

by Whetstone (59Wl) on the spontaneous fission of Cf252• He concluded 

that neutron yield increased with the mass of the emitting fragment in 

both the light and heavy mass groups, and showed a striking discontinuity 



in the mass region corresponding to symmetric fission. Similar 

conclusions were arrived at by Apalin and co-workers (60Al), who 

investigated the neutron emission in the thermal neutron fission of 

u235. 

It is obvious that variation of prompt neutron yields with 

fragment mass would introduce irregularities in the mass-yield curve. 
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Thus the prompt yield distribution will not correspond exactly to the 

cumulative yields. The time-of-flight method has yielded the most accurate 

measurements on prompt yields. The data of Milton and Fraser (62Ml) 

and Stein (57Sl) show that the prompt yield curve is much smoother than 

the cumulative (final) yield curve for the neutron fission of u233 and 

u235. 

The most detailed analysis of the irregularities brought about 

by prompt neutron emission on the mass distr~bution was carried out by 

Terrel ( 62Tl). He. combined t.1.e best available data on prompt (initial) 

yields and cumulative (final) yields to get the prompt neutron distri

butions for several fissioning nuclides. The results, 1~ich are similar 

to the experimental measurements discussed above, are shown in Fig. V-3 

and Fig. V-4. One of the important conclusions of Terrel's analysis is 

that slight changes in neutron emission probabilities from one fragment 

to the next can produce pronounced fine structure in the cumulative (final) 

mass-yield curve, even though the prompt mass distribution is relatively 

smooth. In particular, the sharp peak in the mass-yield curve at mass 

134 is easily accounted for by a slight change in the slope of the prompt 

neutron distribution at about mass 136. 
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c. Fine Structure in the Prompt Mass Distribution 

Whether the prompt mass eli atribution has a:ny fine structure is a 

matter of considerable interest. According to Thomas and Vandenbosch 

( 64Tl) the fine structure in the prompt yield curve is related to the 

structure in the mass surface for even-even fragments. Using the semi

empirical mass equations, they pointed out that the total energy release 

in fission is the sum of the changes in the Coulomb, surface and asymmetry 

terms and a term 6 representing the shell and pairing · effects. While 

most of the energy released comes as the difference between· the Coulomb 

and surface terms, the asymmetry term causes oscillations. The term 6 

has two effects: (1) It causes divisions leading to fragments with 

closed shells to be more energetically favourable than would be other

wise expected. (2) It causes the energy release for odd mass fragments 

to be depressed somewhat below that for even-even fragments. After 

investigating the.thermal neutron fission of u233, u235 and Pu239, these 

authors came to the conclusion that there is a correlation between the 

structure in the prompt mass distribution and the maximum energy release. 

The energy release for the even-even products is greater than for the 

odd mass products, so the structure is determined by the mass surface for 

, the even-even products. The structure for the even-even~oducts has a 

periodicity of about 5 mass units because the mass number of the most 

stable nuclides for a given Z changes about 2.5 units for a unit change 

in Z. Thomas and Vandenbosch argue that this acconnts for the three 

maxima found in the prompt fission yield curves at about masses 135, 141 

and 146. If' this were the only source of fine structure in the prompt 

mass distribution, then there would be no fine structure in the case of 

the neutron-induced fission of u238 because every even-A fragment would 

have an odd -A complement. 



Time-of-flight measurements indicate the existence of fine 

structure in the prompt mass distributions for the thermal neutron 

fission of u233 and u235; the heavy fragment distribution shows three 

maxima at about masses 135, 140 and 144-145 (see Fig. V-3). No time-of-

flight measurements have been reported on the neutron-induced fission of 

u238. Two ion chamber studies have been reported --one by Henkel ( 62H2) 

and the other by Baranov, Protopopov and Eismont ( 61B3). . Both made use 

of the back-to-back ionisation chamber. Henkel used 1.5 Mev neutrons, 

and Baranov et al 3 Mev neutrons, to induce fission. Their results are 

shown in Fig. V-5 along with the cumulative yields obtained in the present 

work. The mass distributions show only a single maximum and are wider 

than the cumulative (final) yield curve. Since neutron emission can in 

no way account for a prompt mass distribution that is wider than the 

cumulative mass distribution at the low mass end, the prompt distributions 

must be considere~ seriously in error. The error probably arises from 

the fact that these investigators used thick targets to get better 

counting statistics. It is evident that these prompt mass distributions 

cannot be used in any discussion of the fine structure without additional 

information. 

There are two possible ways in which we can attempt to find out 

if there is any fine structure in the prompt mass distributions from the 

fast neutron fission of u238~ One may assume a reasonable neutron yield 

distribution and, starting from the measured cumulative yields, work out 

the prompt mass-yield curve. One may also start by assuming a smooth 

prompt mass distribution without any fine structure and find out whether 

the calculated neutron distribution is reasonable as compared to the 

known distributions in other cases. 
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A careful examination of the neutron distributions for various 

fissioning nuclides shows that as the neutron-to-proton ratio of the 

fissioning nuclide increases, the horizontal portion in the curve becomes 

longer {see Fig. V-4). This might perhaps suggest that the neutron yield 

curve in the case of u238 has a longer horizontal region starting at mass 

136 than in the case of u~35. Whether one assumes a distribution like 

this, or a universal function like the one suggested by Terrel (62Tl), 

it turns out that the prompt mass distribution obtained by correcting the 

cumulative mass-yield curve for neutron emission shows three maxima; 

in particular, the two maxima at about masses 135 and 140 are unmistakable. 

For eaCh reasonable prompt mass distribution with a single 

maximum, a neutron distribution consistent with the observed cumulative 

yieldsmay be obtained. It is characteristic of these, however, that 

considerably more structure in the neutron distribution is found than 

in any of the experimental curves obtained for other nuclides. 

Neither of the above arguments can be considered conclusive, but, 

in view of the general similarity of the cumulative mass-yield curve of 

u238 to those of u233 and u235, both of which show three maxima in their 

prompt mass distributions, it is probable that u238 will also show three 

maxima in the distribution of the prompt fragments. If this is true, 

it is against the prediction of the Thomas and Vandenbosch postulate. 

In the follovdng discussion we try to speculate on the origin of the 

three maxima in the heavy fragment mass distribution in terms of a 

modified Whetstone model (59Wl). 

One can imagine the scission configuration to consist of two 

defor.med spheres of ~equal sizes connected by a neck. The bigger lobe 

may be considered to be made up of the Z = 50 and N = 82 shell (A = 132) 



and the smaller lobe of the N = 50 shell (A % 90) • The most probable 

division would then be at the middle of the neck. This makes the 

maximum in the distribution of heavy mass fragments around mass 140, 

in the case of u235 fission, and around mass 146, in the case of cf252, 

which is consistent with experimental observation. In the original 

Whetstone model, symmetric fission corresponds to the scission at the 

end of the neck. In the present model, the heavy lobe contains 132 

nucleons and hence symmetric fission would require the break-up of a 
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shell; this would be energetically unfavourable. It would be expected 

that the probability of fission would decrease as the point of scission 

moves away from the centre of the neck to either lobe, except at some 

point close to either neck where the scission configuration would contain 

an undefor.med shell. The favouring of the latter modes of fission would 

modify the mass distribution, giving rise to two maxima in addition to 

the one corresponding to the scission at the centre of the neck. It is 

quite likely that when break-up occurs close to one of the lobes, the 

most probable mass division would be one in which the near-spherical 

fragment carries away a few more nucleons than were originally present 

in the lobe. This -vmuld account for the fact that in all prompt mass 

distributions the maxima appear at about mass 135 and at some mass 

complementary to about mass 90. As the mass number of the fissioning 

nuclide increases, one would ·expect the hump in the 143-146 mass region 

(complement of mass 90) to move up in mass number, and this is also 

consistent with experimental observation. A schematic diagram illustrating 

the model is shown in Fig. v-6. 
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In conclusion, it may be stated that, while most of the fine 

structure in the cumulative yield versus mass curve arises from the 

variation in neutron emission probabilities, some of it could be the 

effect of shell structure in the fission process. 
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 

- Mass number of a nuclide 

- Deformation energy 

- Excitation energy of fission fragment 

- Electronic charge 

- Ratio of the masses of complementary fission fragments 

- Total energy of the compound nucleus (including excitation 
energy) 

Mass of the fission fragment i 

- Neutron number 

- Nuclear surface tension 

Pi(cos 9) - Legendre Polynomial 

R 

s 

T 

X 

z 

- NucleB:I" radius 

- Nuclear radius as a function of angle 

_ RA-1/3 

- Distance between the centres of two fission fragments 

- Total kinetic energy of fission fragments 

- Nuclear potential between fragments 

- Nuclear level density at excitation energy E 

- Fissionability parameter 

- Nuclear charge 

- Coefficients in the expansion of R(e) in ter.ms of 
Legendre Polynomials 

- Deformation parameter of the nucleus as d~fined by 
Bohr and Mottelson (53Bl) 



r - Ion-emission coefficient 

¢ - Neutron flux 

E (z2/A)limiting in the liquid drop model 

~ - Decay constant 
mrcc 

')1 = ~ where mrc is the mass of the te meson 

v - Reduced mass of the system consisting of two fission 
fragments in contact 

- Nuclear surface tension 
- Cross sections 
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APP]Thj"'DJJC A: CONTRIBUTION OF PLUTONIUM FISSION TO THE 
SANPLES OBTAINED BY rnRADIATING U238 

When u238 is irradiated in a nuclear reactor under cadmium wrap, 

it undergoes not only fission but also n,y reaction. u238 nuclei 

capture neutrons to for.m u239, which decays to Pu239 through Np239. 

Even though both u239 and Np239 have fission cross sections too small 

to be of any significance, plutonium fission could contribute sub-

stantially to the fission products produced in long irradiations. The 

situation may be summarized as follows: 

n u239 ----~. Np239 -----4 Pu239 
t 1; 2 = 23.5m 2.35d 

Fission Products 

The half-life of u239 is very short as compared to the irradiation 

times and for all practical purposes Np239 may be considered as directly 

formed from u238. Under these conditions the capture and decay chain 

may be represented as 

_cr;....;;C:;;.,.__+) Np239 

Fission Products 

where the ~·s and ~'s are cross sections and decay constants respectively~ 
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Let N be the original number of u238 nuclei present w.hich 

changes regligibly during i~radiation and N1 and N2 be the number of 

atoms of Np 239 and Pu239, respectively, present at time 't' during 

irradiation. If ¢ is the neutron flux, the rate of formation of Np239 

is Ncrc¢ and N1A.1 is its rate of decay. Then we have 

dN1 _ 
- = No-:¢ - NlA.l dt c 

and hence Nl( t) = Ncrc¢ [ 1 - e-"-1~ 
A.l 

Solving for N 
2 

vTe get 

[1 -A. t N = No-:¢ - e p 
2 c 1\.p 

-A.l t -r...ptj-e - e 

1\.p - "-1 

where "-p = o-pJ · 
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The rate of plutonium fission at time t is N2( t )A. • Therefore 
p 

the total number of plutonium fissions fo1~ed in an irradiation for time 

Tis given by 

Since the number of u238 nuclei has .changed very little, the total 

number of u238 fissions during an irradiation of time T is NOf¢:rT. 



Hence the ratio of plutonium fi ssions to uranium fissions is given by 

Here (~f¢f) is the rate of fission per atom of u238 and ~Pu¢ is the 

rate of fission per atom of Pu239 under the conditions of irradiation. 

The ratio oc¢/~f¢f· was directly measured by irradiating u238 

for a short time in the reactor tmder cadmium wrap and comparing the 

Np239 and Ba139 produced. The latter isotopes vrere separated using 
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the usual radiochemical teclmiques and the 7-spectra were compared. The 

observed value for ~c¢/~:r¢:r was about 62.5. 

~Pu¢ was estimated using the know v_~ue of cadmium ratio for 

co59 under the same irradiation conditions. We know that 

dE 
E (53H2) 

where ¢ is the resonance f'lux in a logarithmic energy interval and E ep 

is energy. 

E = cO 

J o-Pu (E) 
E = 0.4 ev 

know.n to be 250 b. 

For any nuclide, 
00 

_;;-(E) ~E = 

0.4 ev 

dE the resonance integral for Pu239 is 
"E' 

(53H2) 



where c:Jth is its thermal neutron cross section, 

¢ th is the thermal flux and 

Red is the cadmium ratio 

59 For Co we kno1v that c;th is 36.6 barns and the resonance integral is 
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48 barns ( 58Wl). The cadmium ratio under the conditions of irradiation 

used in this work was about 15. 

¢th 
rr- ~ 18.5 
1'ep 

Hence 

Knowi~g ¢th (1.5 x lo13 neutronsjcm2/sec), we can calculate ¢ep and hence 

c;Pu¢. Using these values one finds that the number of Pu239 fission is 

under 3% of the number of u238 fis~ion for a. 54-day irradiation. 



APPENDIX B: DECAY CORRECTIONS INVOLVED IN CONVERTING 
A MEASURED ABUNDANCE RATIO TO RELATIVE 
CHAIN YIELD 

The fission yield of a given mass number is distributed along 

an isobaric chain. At the time of abundance measurement, most of the 

chain is decayed to one or more of the end members. Decay correction 

involves the conversion of the measured ratio, which represents the 

number of atoms of a particular nuclide of the chain at the time of 

measurement, to the relative chain yield which represents the total 

number of atoms belonging to the chain formed in fission. 

The decay correction may be illustrated by means of a specific 

example. Consider the mass 133 chain. 

Fission 

Te133m o 

• ~(52rn) ~ 
Sb

133 
10.13 

(4.lm)~ 
Tel33~ 
(~) 

Xel33m 

,, 0~ (2.35d) 

I133 1 
(20.&) 0 

~76 133 ~Xe 
(5.27d) 

csl33 
/(stable) 

The early members of the chain are short-lived and xenon and cesium are 

formed in such low independent yields that, from the point of view of 

the present discussion, the entire chain may be thought of as being formed 

in fission as rl33, which then decays dow.n the chain. Because of the 

branching we can split the decay into two chains. 
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I. Consider the chain 

:>-..3 

Tne N's represent the number of nuclei of each species present at some 

time during ir..cadiation. 

If ~ is the rate of fission, we have 

Solving these differential equations and setting the time as T (representing 

the end of irradiation), we get 

N2g = 0.976 R 
e - e -A.lT -r..3TJ 

After a cooling period 't', this becomes 

But some Xe133(N2g) is also produced during cooling from the decay of 

Il33. 

(during cooling) 



The total number of xel33 atoms, then, at time t is 

II. Consider the chain 

The number of Xe133m atoms present at the end of irradiation and decay 

is 

In addition, some xe133 is formed through the decay of xe133m, both 

during irradiation (N2g' atoms) and cooling (N2g" atoms). 

(net rate of formation of xel33 during 
irradiation) 

(net rate of formation of xe133 during 
cooling) 



Solving these equations we get the total number of Xe133 atoms formed 

through the decay of xe133m as 

Nm (t) = N 
2g 2g' + N2g" 

Thus the total N2g(t) is 

and the total N2m is 

0.024 R f<l - e -A.lT_)e -A.lt - A.l(l - e-A.2T)e-A.2tl 

[ "'2 - "'1 t-..2(1-..2 - "'1) J 
If t 1 is the time between extraction and measurement, then the total 

number of Xel33 and Xe 133m atoms at time t
1 

is given by 
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The total number o.f mass 133 atoms formed (during irradiation) 

is RT. Hence the correction factor is 

.f = RT 

Evidently the correction .factor for cs133 is 

f 

.f - 1 




